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Month of July was full of eagerness and new learning occurrence. First graders learnt many new
things through academics and co-curricular actions.

They showed high curiosity by participating in the competitions like Aarti thali decorating and
drawing competition where they made attractive drawings on rainy season.

In environmental science kids learnt different sounds wherein students played different
instruments like tabla, guitar, drum, harmonium and flute to differentiate pleasant and
unpleasant sound and the direction from which sound is coming. They also learnt five sense
organs of our body and its functions. They did and activity in which they tasted – tamarind
(sour), biscuit (salty), sugar (sweet) , neem leaf(bitter) and concluded that different food have
different taste. They even did an activity in which they pasted their picture when they were 1
year old, 3 years’ old and 5 years old. To show how they looked different in each year as they
grew.
In English language students mainly did four things – they read two familiar poems and
identified the rhyming words. They read, pronounce and wrote words ending with ‘Ck’ and ‘ing’
words they also made their “own poem “rather than simply memorising it.” They also learnt to
make and write a ‘thank you card’.

In maths first they began counting using the most basic tool they have ‘Five fingers’ on one
hand. Use of hands and working together with classmates to make number, provides the
students with a very concrete and familiar way of learning numbers. Kids were introduced to
comparing. The main idea of the lesson was to help students to understand that things have
different sizes which can be compared and also learnt that two digit number represents tens
and ones.
In Drama and speech they have learnt expressions and made a unique craftwork “pioneering
artwork”- which transforms the simple pots into dazzling displays.
In addition to the academics kids of VIII grade did an assembly on “Gurupurnima” where
students were made aware about history behind celebrating gurupurnima and importance of
“Guru”.

A good life is to enjoy all the big, small things whole heartedly, to look around, to move around
and admire our surroundings. So, in connection to this they went on excursion to “BRTS” where
the main aim was to make them aware about means of transport.
There is lot more in store to come up in the August month!!
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